
Vehicles D6 / Trade Federation Single Person Air Control Speeder (SPACS)
SPACS

Craft: Trade Federation Single Person Air

Control Speeder (SPACS)

Type: Air Speeder

Scale: Speeder

Length: 5.4m

Skill: Repulsorlift operation: Air Speeder

Crew: 1 Passengers: 0

Cargo Capacity: 12kg

Cover: Full

Altitude Range: Ground level-250m

Cost: 7,800 (used)

Maneuverability: 2D

Move: 200; 600kmh

Body Strength: 2D+2

Weapons:

         Twin Heavy Laser Cannons

                 Fire Arc: Front

                 Skill: Vehicle Blasters

                 Fire Control: 1D

                 Range: 3-70/130/250

                 Damage: 5D+1

Description: Much like the Empire that defeated it, the Trade Federation produced a huge variety of

different combat vehicles as it attempted to find the most economic and deadly, it also seemed to relish

giving these vehicles ridiculous acronyms another thing in common with the Empire. The SPACS is one

of the many Air Speeder clones that the Trade Federation created as an air superiority fighter for their

Droid Armies. The SPACS unlike many of the other weapons of war used by the Trade Federation is a

vehicle and not a large droid.They eventually settled on using Droid Starfighters, however the earlier

SPACS had been mothballed, and were stored in their thousands in Trade Federation warehouses

across the galaxy. When the Empire siezed these warehouses, they sold off the contents in an attempt to

recoup some of the immense cost of the Clone Wars. And while the cockpit is cramped and

uncomfortable, and the SPACS is not the fastest or most capable air speeder, they are a cheaper and

readily available resource for governments and individuals who need air speeders, or air speeder

support. 
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